We address the problem of automatic synthesis of decision procedures. Our synthesis mechanism consists of several stages and submechanisms and is well-suited to the proof-planning paradigm. The system (adeptus), that we present in this paper, synthesised a decision procedure for ground arithmetic completely automatically and it used some specific method generators in generating a decision procedure for linear arithmetic, in only a few seconds of cpu time. We believe that this approach can lead to automated assistance in constructing decision procedures and to more reliable implementations of decision procedures.
Introduction
Decision procedures are often vital in theorem proving [2, 7] . In order to have decision procedures usable in a theorem prover, it is necessary to have them implemented not only efficiently, but also flexibly. It is often very important to have decision procedures for new, user-defined theories. Also, the implementation of decision procedures should be such that it can be verified in some formal way. For all these reasons, it would be fruitful if the process (or, at least, all its routine steps) of implementing decision procedures can be automated. It would help in avoiding human mistakes in implementing decision procedures.
In this paper we follow ideas from the programme on proof plans for normalisations and for automatic generation of decision procedures from [4] . As discussed there, many steps of many decision procedures can be described via sets of rewrite rules (so, object level proofs could also be relatively easily derived). Following and extending the ideas from [4], we have developed a system adeptus (coming from Assembly of DEcision Procedures via TransmUtation and Synthesis) capable of automatically synthesising normalisation procedures and decision procedures. 1 All the methods that adeptus generates are built in First author supported by EPSRC grant GR/R52954/01 and Serbian Ministry of Science grant 144030. Second author supported in part by EPSRC grant GR/S01771. 1 Adeptus (Lat.) is also "one with the alchemical knowledge to turn base metals into gold". adeptus is implemented in prolog as a stand-alone system. The code and the longer version of this paper are available from www.matf.bg.ac.yu/~janicic. the spirit of the proof planning paradigm (and are implemented in prolog). For some theories, the approach gives not only automatically generated decision procedures, but also -by generating structured procedures consisting of simple methods -a higher-level understanding of syntactical transformations within the theory. Also, thanks to their modular architecture, generated procedures can be easily modified to slightly changed circumstances. We believe that this approach can be helpful in providing an easier and more reliable implementation of decision procedures. In this paper we evaluate our techniques on ground arithmetic and linear arithmetic (over rationals). adeptus synthesised the decision procedures for ground arithmetic in around 3 seconds, and a decision procedure for (quantified) linear arithmetic in around 5 seconds of cpu time.
Preliminaries
Decision procedure. A theory T is decidable if there is an algorithm, which we call a decision procedure, such that for an input T -sentence f , it returns yes if and only if T f (i.e., if f is a theorem of T ), and returns no otherwise). Ground and linear arithmetic. Ground arithmetic is a fragment of arithmetic that does not involve variables. Linear arithmetic is a fragment of arithmetic that involves only addition (nx is treated as x + · · · + x, where x appears n times). For both these theories, we assume that variables can range over rational numbers. The Fourier/Motzkin procedure [9] is one of the decision procedures for linear arithmetic. Backus-Naur form. For describing syntactical classes, we use Backus-Naur form bnf (equivalent to context-free grammars). We assume that each bnf specification has attached its top nonterminal. The language of a bnf is a set of all expressions that can be derived from the top nonterminal. For representing some infinite syntactical classes, for convenience, we use some meta-level conditions. We define the relation ec (element of class) as follows: ec (b, e, c) holds iff e can be derived from c w.r.t. the bnf specification b. Rewrite rules. Unconditional rewrite rules are of the form: RuleN ame : l −→ r.
Conditional rewrite rules are of the form: RuleN ame : l −→ r if p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , where p 1 , p 2 , . . ., p n are literals. These rewrite rules may be used modulo the underlying theory T (e.g., the rule n 1 x + n 2 x −→ nx if n = n 1 + n 2 may be used modulo linear arithmetic). For a rule RuleN ame : l −→ r if p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , we say that it is sound w.r.t. T if for arbitrary T -formula Φ and arbitrary substitution ϕ it holds that T Φ if T , p 1 ϕ, p 2 ϕ, . . . , p n ϕ Φ[lϕ → rϕ], and we say that it is complete w.r.t. T if for arbitrary T -formula and arbitrary substitution ϕ it holds that T Φ only if T , p 1 ϕ, p 2 ϕ, . . . , p n ϕ Φ[lϕ → rϕ]. 2 Proof planning and methods. Proof-planning is a technique for guiding the search for a proof in automated theorem proving. To prove a conjecture, within a proof-planning system, a method constructs the proof plan and
